
HOW TO WRITE A BIBLIOGRAPHY CARD FOR INTERNET ARTICLE

bibliography cards for Internet research, it is important that you write If a news service or organization is given credit for
the article, put the.

Smiling Family. U of Washington,  Ashoona, Kiawak. Rachevskaia, Montparnasse Cemetery, Paris. By
Giorgio Vasari. Ken Kwapis. APA To follow the APA format put the following information in this order:
author name s year, month day of publication. CBC, Toronto. Leonardo, da Vinci. IBM,  Acrobats of China.
Great Wall of China, Beijing, China. Components for a personal photograph: 1 Subject not underlined or put
in quotes. If there are more than two authors for your source, note your citation as follows: Smith, John Jacob
Jingleheimer et. If the article has no author, the date of publication goes after the title rather than the author.
Know Your Format Your bibliography cards need to be written in the citation format required by your school.
A bibliography is an alphabetized list of sources that have been used to compile data, typically in an article,
essay, or research paper. Wolf Film, Universal Television. Cassette tape recording from album Far Out.
WBEN, Buffalo. Adding Annotations Annotating the cards will make them more useful. It should be in
quotation marks. Julie Taymor. Personal photograph by Cassy Wyse. By Andrew Lloyd Webber. Each section
should be followed by a full stop. If the website title is not available, use the owner of the site instead. If it
lacks any publication date information, list it as N. Washington, DC: National Geographic,  Hampshire
College,  Kim Selody. Each card contains the information about one source. Unpublished dissertations, theses
State author, title of unpublished dissertation or thesis in quotes, label Diss. Bibliography cards are a standard
method for organizing your sources. National Geographic Photographs: The Milestones. Leave out
introductory articles like "a," "an" or "the. If no author is given, begin with page title. Finally, list the URL,
and beside it in parentheses the word "accessed" and the date you accessed the website. By Erich Herold, et al.
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